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QUIZ
• Why do girls go to the bathroom
together?
• Why do boys think expelling gas from
their bodies is funny?
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Deﬁni\on of a Problem
Expecta\on
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Focus of
Problem Solving

Behavior
A problem can be deﬁned as the diﬀerence between an expecta\on and a
behavior. Excessive focus on the problem leads to personaliza\on,
emo\onality, and reduced problem‐solving eﬀec\veness.
Jerry McMullen, Ph.D.

Burke’s “Dirty Dozen”

Response Tendencies When We Have Problems

1. Sarcasm
2. Nega\ve tone of voice
3. Nega\ve body
language
4. Inconsistency
5. Favori\sm
6. Put‐downs

7. Outbursts
8. Public reprimands
9. Unfairness
10. Apathy
11. Inﬂexibility
12. Lack of humor
13. (Lecturing)
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Components of Eﬀec\ve Problem Solving
Analyze Expecta\ons
Well deﬁned?
Realis\c?
Clearly communicated?
Consistently enforced?

Analyze Behavior

Skill deﬁcit?
Mo\va\onal deﬁcit?
Diﬀerent belief system?

Develop strategies to reduce the diﬀerence between
expecta\ons and behavior.

Jerry McMullen, Ph.D.

Gender Diﬀerences
This didn’t happen overnight.
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Why is it important to understand gender
diﬀerences?
– Because the hardwired biological ins\ncts of
males and females drive their impulses, values,
and their very reality.

Human Evolu\on
Genus – Homo (human)
• Neanderthals, homo erectus
• Evolved 2.5 million years ago
Species – Homo Sapiens (wise or knowing human)
• Humans
• Evolved 500,000 years ago
Sub‐species – Homo Sapiens Sapiens
• Modern humans
• Evolved 200,000 years ago
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A Sample of Gender Diﬀerences

Females

Males

• Estrogen, progesterone, and oxytocin

• Testosterone, vasopressin, and MIS

• Web or network

• Hierarchical

• Like rivers –

• Like ships –

past, present and future ﬂow together
• Reac\on to threat or stress –

compartmentalized
• Reac\on to threat or stress –

tend or befriend

ﬁght or ﬂight

• Seek connec\on and in\macy

• Seek independence and status

• Talk about people and rela\onships

• Talk about games and objects

Jerry McMullen, Ph.D.

The Early Stages
Who They (we) Are
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The Fetal Stage

Un\l the eighth week of pregnancy,
every fetal brain looks female.

Female Marina\on
Beginning in the 8th week of pregnancy:
For girls, a surge of estrogen in the brain
causes it to sprout connec\ons in brain
centers responsible for:
Communica\on
Processing emo\on
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Male Marina\on
Beginning in the 8th week of pregnancy:
For boys, a surge of testosterone:
• Kills oﬀ some cells in the communica\on
centers of the brain.
• Grows more cells in brain centers for:
Sex
Aggression

Infan\le Puberty
For Girls (built for connec\on)
• Lasts around 24 months
• Estrogen s\mulates brain circuits for:
• Observa\on
• Communica\on
• Gut feeling
• Tending and caring
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Infan\le Puberty
For Boys (built for physical ac\vity/compe\\on)
• Lasts around 12 months
• Testosterone s\mulates muscle growth,
improves motor skills, and prepares him for
rough‐and‐tumble play

Early Infancy
Girls
• During the ﬁrst three months of life, girls’ skills
in eye contact and mutual facial gazing
increases by over 400%.
Boys
• During the ﬁrst three months of life, boys’
facial gazing skills don’t increase at all.
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Girls are Wired to
• Communicate
• Seek emo\onal connec\ons
• Value rela\onships

Boys are Wired To
• Move, make things move, and watch things
move
• Visually apend to movement, shapes, and the
edges and angles of objects
• Test their strength
• Roughhouse
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Communica\on
Females

• Talk is for interac\on, involvement, and showing
interest and caring.
• Conversa\on is a way of establishing connec\ons
and nego\a\ng rela\onships.
• Use the language of rapport. Emphasize similari\es
and matching experiences.
• From childhood, females cri\cize peers who try to
stand out or appear beper than others.

Communica\on
Males
• Talk is for informa\on.
• Show a stronger tendency to challenge and disagree.
• Use the language of report ‐ exhibit knowledge and
skill.
• Hold center stage through verbal performance such
as storytelling, joking, and impar\ng informa\on.
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Children
and Conﬂict

GIRLS
Tend to express complaints in
the absence of the accused.

BOYS
Tend to express complaints in
the presence of the accused.

Reluctant to ﬁght openly.

Inclined to ﬁght playfully.

In\macy vs. Independence
FEMALE
In\macy is key in a world of
connec\on.

MALE
Independence is key in a world
of compe\\on and contest.

In\macy says, “We’re close and Independence says, “We’re
the same.”
separate and diﬀerent.”
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Ac\vi\es in School

Children’s Play
GIRLS

BOYS

Smaller group or pairs (“best friend” dyad) Larger groups
Games are:
• Less rule‐bound
• Egalitarian ‐ everyone gets a turn
• Preferences expressed as sugges\ons
• Seek consensus

Games are:
• Elaborate set of rules
• Hierarchical, compe\\ve
• Leader gives orders
• Argue and boast

Standing in group based on closeness
Do you like me?

Standing in group based on skills
Do you respect me?

Try to preserve harmony by compromise
and evasion

Try to resolve conﬂict through insistence,
appeals to rules, and threats

Private places

More outdoors
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Facts About Kids’ Play
• Girls take turns 20 \mes more oqen than boys.
• Boys are 20 \mes more aggressive than girls.
• Boys discover their place in the world by pushing all
of their body’s physical limits.
• Boys prefer compe\\ve games; girls prefer
coopera\ve games.

ADOLESCENCE
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Biology of Adolescence
Major changes in the brain
– Wiring
– Fuel
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The Brain Ac\va\ng System
• Led by the amygdala
• Like a gas pedal ‐ accelerates
• Impulsive
• Larger in males
• Gets double the s\mula\on when with peers

The Brain Inhibi\ng System
• Led by the prefrontal cortex (PFC)
• Like a gas brake
• Thinks things through, weighs risks
• The female brain, on average, matures two to
three years earlier than the male brain
• The PFC doesn’t mature in boys un\l their early
20s
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Wiring Changes

• Brains undergo massive reorganiza\on
between ages 12 and 25.
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Wiring Changes
• Axons become more insulated with a
fapy substance called myelin (the brain’s white
maper), eventually boos\ng the axon’s
transmission speed up to 100 \mes.

Wiring Changes
Dendrites, the branchlike extensions that neurons
use to receive signals from nearby axons, grow
twiggier.
The most heavily used synapses – the liple
chemical junctures across which axons and
dendrites pass notes – grow richer and stronger.
Synapses that see liple use begin to wither
(synap\c pruning).
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Fuel Changes
• Between ages 9 and 15 male brain circuitry,
with billions of neurons and trillions of
connec\ons, “goes live.”
• The testosterone level soars twentyfold.
– This is the equivalent of going from one cup of
beer per day to two gallons per day.

Love and Lust
• Men have been biologically selected over millions of
years to focus on fer\le females.
• A male’s visual cortex comes prewired to no\ce women
with hourglass ﬁgures (large breasts, small waist, full
hips).
• This shape tells his brain that she’s young, healthy, and
probably not pregnant with another man’s child.
• It takes the male brain one ﬁqh of a second to classify a
woman as sexually hot.
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Females and Puberty
• There is a 2 to 1 ra\o in women as compared
with men – worldwide – and rates don’t start
to diverge un\l puberty.
• In menstrua\ng women, some parts of the
brain change up to 25% every month.

The Cycle
First two weeks
• Estrogen is high
• Tend to be socially interested and relaxed
Second two weeks
• Progesterone is high
• More likely to be irritable
• Tend to want to be leq alone
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Love of Novelty
• Open to the new
• Averse to the old

Sensa\on seeking
• Love of thrills
• Hunt for the neural buzz
• Seek a jolt from the unusual or
unexpected
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Risk Taking
• Most long‐term drug or alcohol abuse
starts during adolescence
• One in three teen deaths occur in car
crashes; many involve alcohol

Risk Taking (Con\nued)
• Teens understand the danger of risk taking,
but they weigh risk versus reward diﬀerently.
• Where risk can get them something they
want, they value the reward more heavily
than adults do.
• They take twice as many risks when peers
are present.
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Prefer the Company of Peers
• Adolescence brain peaks for sensi\vity to
dopamine, a neurotransmiper that primes
reward circuits, and oxytocin, a neural
hormone that makes social connec\ons
especially rewarding.
• Combine dopamine and oxytocin, it is the
equivalent of an orgasm.

Dealing with Problems
FEMALES

MALES

Ins\nc\vely feel the need to talk about
their feelings and all the problems
associated with those feelings.

Become focused and withdrawn.

Not immediately concerned with ﬁnding
solu\ons to problems; rather, seek relief
by expressing themselves and being
understood.

Select the most urgent problem and tend
to focus on this one issue.

May talk about past problems, future
May appear distant, forgetul,
problems, poten\al problems, even
unresponsive, and preoccupied.
problems that have no solu\ons. This talk
and explora\on allows them to feel
beper.
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Paren\ng as Problem Solving
Geung Mom and Dad
on the Same Page

Teaching Social Skills
Do students learn social skills
in the same way
they learn academic skills?
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Steps for Teaching
Academic Skills and Social Skills
‐
‐
‐
‐

Introduce the skill
Provide guided prac\ce
Evaluate results
Provide feedback

Behavior ‐ It’s Up to You!
1.

3.

Stop
and
Think
Steps
or
Choices

2.

4.

Good Choice
or
Bad Choice?

Just
Do
It!

5.

How did
I do?

Dr. George Batsche
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Response to Events
Interpreta\on

EVENT

A
T
T
I
T
U
D
E

Choices
Anger
Humor
Communica\on
Nego\a\on
Ignore
___________
___________

Meaning
Jerry McMullen, Ph.D.

ATTITUDE
The longer I live, the more I realize the impact of autude on life.
Autude, to me, is more important than facts. It is more important than
the past, than educa\on, than money, than circumstances, than failure,
than successes, than what other people think or say or do. It is more
important than appearance, giqedness, or skill. It will make or break a
company, a church, a home. The remarkable thing is we have a choice
every day regarding the autude we will embrace for that day. We
cannot change our past. We cannot change the fact that people will act
in a certain way. We cannot change the inevitable. The only thing we
can do is play on the one string we have, and that is our autude. I am
convinced that life is 10% what happens to me and 90% of how I react
to it. And so it is with you. We are in charge of our autudes.
‐ Charles Swindoll
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Expecta\ons
Nonnego\able
Preferred
Who cares?

Cul\va\ng Character
Sow a thought, reap an act.
Sow an act, reap a habit.
Sow a habit, reap a character.
Sow a character, reap a des\ny.

Maxim from the 1800s
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Cornerstones of
Prosocial Communi\es

Manners

Kindness
Community

Living well
Living well together

Courage

Self‐control
Jerry McMullen, Ph.D.

Fathering
• Children whose fathers played roughly with
them were the most self‐conﬁdent by the \me
they reached adolescence.
• Physical and verbal teasing is the way dads
connect with their kids.
• For sons, this playful teasing with Dad
establishes the founda\on for building close
connec\ons with other males later in life.
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Adolescent Traits
•
•
•
•

Sensa\on seeking
Love of novelty
Risk taking
Preference for the company of peers
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The Male Brain
• Hypothalamus ‐ men have 2 ½ \mes the brain
space devoted to sexual drive in their
hypothalamus.
• Amygdala is larger in men – it drives
emo\onal impulses and aggression, gets ﬁred
up by testosterone.
• Temporal Parietal Junc\on – more ac\ve in
the male brain, comes on‐line more quickly,
and races toward a “ﬁx‐it‐fast” solu\on.

Testosterone
• S\mulates muscle growth and motor
skills
• Focused and goal oriented
• Builds compulsion to outrank other
males
• Ac\vates sex and aggression circuits
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Mullerian Inhibi\ng Substance
• Builds brain circuits for exploratory behavior,
motor control, spa\al skills, and rough play
• Suppresses brain circuits for female behavior
• Destroys the female reproduc\ve organ and
builds male reproduc\ve organs and brain
circuits

Stages of a Boy’s Brain
• Seek‐and‐pursue baby brain
• Must‐move‐or‐I‐will‐die toddler brain
• Sleep‐deprived, deeply bored, risk‐taking teen
brain
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Elementary School Artwork
Girls
• Draw people, pets, ﬂowers, and trees
• Use more colors than boys

Boys
• Draw ac\on scenes with dynamic movement
• Use fewer colors

Erikson’s Psychosocial Stage
Iden\ty versus iden\ty confusion (ages 12‐18)
• Forming an iden\ty requires organizing
abili\es, needs, and desires, and
adap\ng them to the demands of
society.
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Erikson’s Psychosocial Stage
Iden\ty versus iden\ty confusion (ages 12‐18)
• Must develop the virtue of ﬁdelity –
sustained loyalty, faith, or a sense of
belonging to friends, to a loved one, or to
a set of values, an ideology, or a group.

Biological Ins\ncts
• In the brain center for language and hearing, females
have 11 percent more neurons than men.
• The hippocampus (the hub of emo\on and memory
forma\on) is larger in the female brain, as is the brain
circuitry for language and observing emo\ons in
others.
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Diﬀerences in Communica\on
Children Ages Two‐ to Five‐Years‐Old

Girls
• Make collabora\ve proposals by star\ng their
sentences with “Let’s.”
• Par\cipate jointly in decision making with minimal
conﬂict.
• Express agreement with a partner’s sugges\ons and
inform them of their plans.
• Tend to express ideas in the form of ques\ons: “I’ll
be teacher today, okay?”

Diﬀerences in Communica\on
Children Ages Two‐ to Five‐Years‐Old

Boys
• Use language to command others.
• Try to gain the upper hand, verbally or physically.
• Gain status in the pecking order by geung the upper
hand.
• Not concerned about the risk of conﬂict; argue,
tease, threaten, and brag.
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